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SCI-FI FILM SHADOWGLADE TO DEBUT FORT LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL
FiILM FESTIVAL
NOVEMBER 13, AT SUNRISE CIVIC CENTER

PARIS - NEW YORK, 28.10.2015, 17:17 Time

USPA NEWS - Known for protecting, a few local Law Enforcement Officers now intend to thrill audiences when they present the
World Premiere of the Sci-Fi film they wrote and produced, called 'Shadowglade'. The film about a small Florida town police
department infiltrated by vampires and werewolves...

Known for protecting, a few local Law Enforcement Officers now intend to thrill audiences when they present the World Premiere of the
Sci-Fi film they wrote and produced, called 'Shadowglade'. The film about a small Florida town police department infiltrated by
vampires and werewolves debuts 9:15 PM Friday the 13th of November at the Sunrise Civic Center, in what portends to be the most
suspenseful part of the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival.

According to Gregory Von Hausch, the film festival's president, 'this film shows that besides bravery, police officers can have a
creative side, manifest in this Sci-Fi adventure film they've produced, which we're pleased to present.'

Ethan, Alex and Erica are not simply a Vampire, Werewolf and Witch respectively, they are also Cops; Shadowglade's finest! Verini
and Danny Klapadoras wrote and produced the 40-minute pilot presentation about cops coping with surreal circumstances as they
attempt to deliver justice within a small Florida town.  

According to Gregory Von Hausch, the film festival's president, 'this film shows that besides bravery, police officers can have a
creative side, manifest in this Sci-Fi adventure film they've produced, which we're pleased to present.'

Ethan, Alex and Erica are not simply a Vampire, Werewolf and Witch respectively, they are also Cops; Shadowglade's finest! Verini
and Danny Klapadoras wrote and produced the 40-minute pilot presentation about cops coping with surreal circumstances as they
attempt to deliver justice within a small Florida town.  

Although its characters have supernatural powers, Shadowglade is a thriller grounded in realistic police procedure, said the film's
production manager, Anthony Galizia. It follows the thrilling adventure of three police detectives, all of whom have supernatural roots
as they investigate crimes both normal and paranormal, while dealing with their own hidden, often quirky existences.
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